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About Us

 GR EXPORTS is a one-stop trading company dealing in natural and
man-made Indian stones like granite, marble, quartz stone (engineered
stone slabs), sandstone, limestone, semi-precious stone slabs, etc. We
are not merely conduits of stone trading, but we cater to the needs of
international clients with our expertise, experience and efficiency.                                

We started our journey as a trading company with a focused aim to
make exclusive associations with international clients. We are based in
India but follow an impeccable work ethic as per international standards.
With the optimal blend of rich Indian values and absolute
professionalism of the west, we aspire to build lasting relationships with
our clients that will transcend business collaborations. Our friendly and
competent team will be there at every step of the way to understand
your needs, take your feedback, accept changes and act on it.

As an environmentally conscious company, we collaborate only with
manufacturing units that extract these stones responsibly and
sustainably. We value your time and ensure that our orders get
delivered as per the deadline and assure complete professionalism, just
the way it should be. We offer all this and more at competitive prices.
We have standard and customised packages as per the quality,
thickness, colour and pattern of the stones. Rest assured, you will only
have to pay for what is delivered to you. And we deliver what we
promise!                                                                                                                          
We processes our own blocks to get the good quality and also purchase
the good quality material to export to our clients. We have gained
considerable acknowledgement in the stone trade community with the
help of our expertise team and deep knowledge of the domain. Our well
developed infrastructure and skilled team of professionals has enabled
us to attain perfection in fulfilling every expectation of our clients. We
acquire a quality centric approach in our dealing and work and hence
with our regular checkups of material, we assure our clients about the
quality of products.                                                                                                          



To understand industry trends and provide all kinds of natural and man-made
Indian stones under one roof to international clients. Along with a steadfast
commitment of timely delivering superior quality stones and efficient service, our
open-minded approach and acceptance of client feedback make us their trusted
partner in India.

 

To grow from a trading company into a global brand and be as rock-solid, stable
and long-lasting as the stones. We aspire to have our own manufacturing units
and stockyards in India with a strong distribution network in multiple countries
that will further enable us to be the agents of change in this industry.

Mission 

Vision



Our Products 

Granite is a natural stone that is formed from molten lava and primarily
composted of quartz. Like marble & limestone, granite is quarried from mines.

Granite

NEW ROSE WOOD ADHUNIK BROWN ALASKA GOLDD

ALASKA WHITE BLACK FOREST CRYSTAL BLUE

CATS EYE ALASKA WHITE GOLD RUBY RED



ABSOLUTE BLACK AMBA WHITE BLACK GALAXY

BLUE PEARL CHEEMA PINK COIN BLACK

COLOMBO JUPARANA COLONIAL CREAM COLONIAL GOLD

COLONIAL WHITE COPPER SILK CRYSTAL YELLOW



DESERT GREEN DEVGARH  BLACK EMERALD PEARL

FANTASY BROWN FISH BLACK FRENCH BROWN

HIMALAYAN BLUE HASSAN GREEN ICE BLUE

IMPERIAL RED IMPERIAL WHITE IVORY BROWN



JASMINE WHITE KHALDA RED KUPPAM GREEN

LAKHA RED LAVENDER BLUE P WHITE

MARKINO BLACK PANCHALWADA PEBBLE WHITE

R BLACK RIVER WHITE ROSY PINK



TAN BROWN SHIVA GOLD TIGER SKIN

Marble

ALBETA AGARIA ADANGA MARBLE ASPUR BROWN

Marble is a very hard stone that makes it easy to carve or sculpt. With
progressive, fine sanding, it can also be polished to a very high finish.

BANSWARA WHITE AMBAJI WHITE BHRUNO WHITE



DUNGRI MARBLE INDIAN STATUARIETTO FOREST GREEN

GREEN MARBLE KATNI GREEN KATNI BEIGR

MAKRANA KUMARI MAKRANA MERCURY BLACK

PANDA WHITE PINK MARBLE RAIN FOREST BROWN



RAIN FOREST GOLD RAIN FOREST GREEN RAINBOW MARBLE

SAWAR MARBLE TORNADO VIETNAM WHITE

ZHANJAR MARBLE



SANDSTONE

Sandstone tile is known for its characteristic grainy and porous texture and
tactile appeal. Sandstone evokes a barren, wind-swept landscape, with
swirling colors of gold, red, yellow sandstone tile and worn ivory sandstone
tile.

AGARA RED DEOLI GREEN JAISALMER YELLOW

LALITPUR YELLOW RAINBOW STONE TEAK WOOD

SAGAR BLACK



AGATE
Natural agate is a glassy, colourless, variety of microcrystalline quartz.
The agate gemstone is used as a semiprecious stone when it is of
appealing colour and quality

BLACK OBSIDIAN FLUORITE GOLDEN CRYSTAL

LABRADORITE PINK MIX AGATE

TIGER EYE GOLDEN



ONYX
Commonly, specimens of onyx contain bands of white, tan, and brown.
Unlike granite or marble, Onyx is also mentioned in the Bible at various
points.

ALMONT TRVER AQUAMARINENYX GREEN

PINK SAPPHIRE PLATINUM WAVE SMOKY CARAMEL

SANDALWOOD TRAVER TROPICAL
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